SPRING FEATURES:

Smart water bottle designed to help you make
hydration your daily habit and a part of your
lifestyle. Spring will calculate your water intake
needs, track every sip and remind you to stay
regularly hydrated!

HYDRATION TRACKING
Logs your daily water intake
DRINKING REMINDERS
drink more frequently
TAILORED INTAKE GOALS
Calculates your daily needs
based on your lifestyle habits
and physique
PERSONALIZED
GOAL GUIDANCE
Recognizes your drinking habits
and guides you to successfully
reach your goals
WIRELESS SYNCING
Syncs wirelessly with the
Bellabeat app to give you
all your data in one place
INTERCHANGEABLE
RUBBER WRAPS
Interchangeable rubber
wraps refresh the look of
your smart water bottle
NO CHARGING
Spring runs on a 4-month
replaceable battery

COLORS:

BPA-FREE MATERIALS
Made of BPA-free materials,
Spring makes your drinking
experience a safe and enjoyable
one. Borosilicate glass secures
the purity of taste and makes it
lightweight to carry with you
no matter where you go. The
non-slip grip surface helps
prevent breakage.

Smart way to
stay hydrated!

Violet Ice

How it works
Spring has highly sensitive
movement sensors embedded
in the base and smart
algorithms that recognize
your drinking motions. It will
wirelessly transfer all of the
data to the Bellabeat app by
syncing, and provide you with
an overview of your hydration
stats. Taking into account
your physique and lifestyle
habits, Spring’s algorithms will
calculate your tailored hydration
goals. It is powered by a
replaceable battery that lasts
up to 4 months.

MAKE HYDRATION A HABIT
Reach your water intake goal everyday with
Spring and discover the power of hydration
and the benefits it will have on your health.
Spring makes sure you never forget to drink
regularly, teaches you how to reach your goals
and helps you create a healthy habit with
drinking reminders tailored to
your daily needs.

EASY TO CLEAN,
FUN TO ACCESSORIZE
The combination of beautiful and
functional design will make Spring your health
and beauty essential. Accessorize it your way
with changeable rubber grips and lids.
All parts of Spring are made to be modular
for easy cleaning.

STAY MOTIVATED AND INSPIRED
WITH BELLABEAT APP
You are your only competition.
Track your progress and be proud of your
achievements. Share your progress with fun
sharing messages that will inspire others to
embrace a healthy lifestyle.

COMPATIBILITY
Spring works with iPhone 4s and newer,
iPad mini and newer, iPad 3rd gen. and
newer models and Android 4.3 and
newer with Bluetooth 4.0.

